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CAC General Reading 4-14-08 Will Berlinghof Interprete r
Questioner and Energizer : Joan Mill s

Will Planet X Ever Happen ?
QUESTION :

(Thank you) The first question is from Magne Ro-
inas, in Norway . He asks. "Will this Planet X or what-
ever evil, ever happen? Is there an update on thi s
question please? '
COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness is slightly confused as to the nature
of the question . and asks that it be repeated again slowly .
QUESTIONER:

(Repeats question) I believe he's referring to th e
planet that's coming close to earth .
COSMIC AWARENESS :

There is an update on this qua stion, if the Planet X
that is referred to is indeed the 12" Planet, the Rogu e
Planet, that which is sometimes known as Wormwood .
If this is so. then there is an update to this information . I t
is not seen that the planet itself will strike planet earth ,
thus causing its ending . It is not seen that it will eve n
come close enough to create the tremendous flooding
that occurred on a previous occasion when it came close .
However, it is seen that it will be close enough that i t
will affect the more subtle energies of the planet, i n
particular, the energy bodies of the plane t

That which is often known as the atmosphere of th e
planet will be largely affected by Planet X's passing .
This Awareness has spoken of this before in terms o f
climatic changes and effects . This Awareness spok e
recently of hurricanes and tornadoes affecting the planet
to a higher and larger degree. It spoke of the drough t
conditions, where the heat of the planet was such that i t
dried out many areas beyond the norm . The other side o f
this coin is the areas that receive more rain or sno w
during those periods of time known as winter in thos e
areas, then followed by the hot hot summers .

It will be noticed that the climatic conditions will b e
much more extreme over the next several years and thi s
will have a large effect on the populace of the planet .
There will be many deaths that occur due to suc h
extreme weather patterns . Even the last severe hot spel l
in the United States created a situation where man y
elderly and infirmed were deeply affected . There were
deaths due to the dehydration that occurred at the time ,
the overheating that occurred, for unfortunately it is tha t
many elderly and poor and infirm must make a decision
as to whether they can afford to cool their apartments
and their homes. or whether they can afford to eat .

Many Will Have to Choose: Heating Oil or Food ?
Because the cost of air-conditioning in the summe r

months or heating in the winter months is extravagan t
and will grow even worse as the oil prices continue to
rise, many who are financially challenged will have to
make such basic decisions as to whether the money the y
do have goes towards heating and cooling their homes ,
or buying food . This is one of the kind of effects tha t
will be commonplace during the next several years o f
extreme climatic conditions where ordinary people are
directly affected by the drought-like conditions or th e
extreme winter conditions. and of course they will also
be affected in those areas where the tornadoes an d
hurricanes hit . and it is seen that these climatic condi-
tions will also increase over the next several years .

The Coming Fires in the Sk y
The thing that Awareness wishes to add though a t

this time is a condition that It briefly touched upo n
recently, of fire in the sky . This Awareness wishes t o
reinvesti gate this phenomenon . It will be more in th e
nature of radiation in the sky as well as certain condi-
tions that are created through the solar flares that thi s
Awareness spoke of. As Planet X passes between the
sun and the earth, its passing will disrupt the sun an d
cause extremely solar flares that will affect the atmos-
phere of this planet earth. and thus the fire in the skie s
that are sometimes spoken of will be the radiation, and
the higher levels of the radiations that are in the atmos-
phere due to the heightened and extreme solar flares tha t
will be triggered as 'P lanet X passes between the earth
and the sun .

Satellites Will be Disrupted or Destroye d
There will be the need to protect oneself from thes e

solar radiations that will be highly prominent during thi s
period of time : this seen as a period of time that win b e
most extreme for several months. It is seen that this wil l
build and build and build, but the most extreme perio d
will be a period of time lasting approximately 3 to 4
months. It will seriously disrupt normal activity on th e
planet itself, especially satellite communications an d
activity . Some of this is not a bad thing . for many of the
satellites that are up in orbit are not there for theJbenefit
of mankind, but more to control and manipulate th e
affairs of mankind, having been placed there by th e
power regime, placed there in secret, serving secre t
functions .

Many of these satellites will indeed be destroye d
with the intense solar radiation that will come toward s
the planet, but there are other protections that hav e
already been set into place . that have already been used
on other occasions, especially protective satellites that
have been placed in orbit by the Galactic Federation . I t
is already seen and has been foreseen as to this effec t
that Planet X will have as it passes between the earth an d
the sun. There was an event, several decades a go that
some have heard of, where there was a period of extrem e
solar flares that were so extreme that the possibilit y
existed that those solar flares and the solar radiation s
they released could have eradicated all life on plane t
earth .

The Sirian Screen that Saved Planet Eart h
it was the Sirians who came forward at that time an d

created a huge matrix, a grid-work hi gh in the skies o f
the planet that effectively prevented this from occurring .
it was a grid-work of protective energies that prevente d
the more extreme solar radiations from penetratin g into
the atmosphere and into the surface of the planet . 'Had
this action not been taken, secretly and unbeknownst to
the planet's population . then life as it is now know n
would no longer exist on the planet for the radiatio n
would have wiped out all organic life . This was pre -
vented due to the dedication and devotion of the Sirian s
who have long been a guardian race to mankind an d
have long overseen mankind's evolution . bearing i n
mind that they were the ones who created . in secret . the
genetic code that would seed the evolution of mankin d
to a point where they would seriously evolve, an d
eclipse their Orion and Reptilian masters and out-
shadow them .

This is the point that is now approaching with As-
cension being just around the corner . Because there is a
threat now with the passing of the Planet X and th e
tri ggering of solar flares to create the fires in the sky, th e
solar radiations that once threatened the planet do agai n
threaten, the Sirians will again power up the solar grid-
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work that lies above the planet, that lies high in the skie s
of the atmosphere . Once again, mankind will be spared
the large effect . the disastrous effect of such solar
radiation .

The Real Cause of our Global Warmin g
However. there will be noticeable activities in th e

sky that have a lot to do with the conditions that peopl e
will notice on the surface, the extreme climatic condi-
tions . This Awareness has already spoken of this an d
they are already starting to be seen and felt . It is thes e
conditions that are more responsible for the globa l
warming that is occurring now and will proceed over th e
next several years than mankind's polluting efforts . Thi s
does not absolve mankind from the ignorance an d
arrogance by which it lives upon this planet earth .

This is indeed something that needs to change an d
will change for those who have the Ascension experi-
ence . those who move forward and upwards and remai n
on the planet, for it will be seen that such ignorance an d
arrogance can no longer be afforded. But this Awarenes s
digresses here . It simply wishes to explain that there wil l
be some passing influence as Planet X does pass by . bu t
it will not be the destruction of the planet or the floodin g
of the planet . It will be throu gh the climatic condition s
that are created, the solar radiations that penetrate
through the protective shield, limited as they could be ,
still they will have an effect .

Mankind will have to understand the need to sta y
within shelters . indoors, or to wear the creams and the
lotions that will he needed at those extreme times, bu t
largely mankind will be able to get through this perio d
of time . This is what this Awareness has to add at thi s
time to the information already given .
QUESTIONER :

(Thank you) Firstly, our sincere thanks to the Sirian s
for all their assistance . It is very appreciated by man -
kind .
COSMIC AWAIICNESS :

This Awareness wishes to thank the energizer fo r
making this statement, for voicing publicly an apprecia-
tion to the Sirians for their efforts . This energy will b e
received by those higher forms of consciousness that
guide the irian actions .

Will Human Weather Manipulation Occur ?
QUESTION : ►RID )

There was another question : "With the activity tha t
will be going on weather-wise, will human weather
manipulation also be active at that particular time? "
COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness states that there will not be a nee d
for the weather controls that various factions have bee n
usin g over the last several decades . The weather itsel f
will be topsy-turvy and the radiation that will be in the
atmosphere will largely nullify and cancel those appara-
tus, those means that are being used now to control th e
weather . Therefore. it is not seen that this will be so .
There will not be much use for weather control, for th e
weather will be so out of control that sonic of the desire d
effect that was initially sought will be achieved without
the need for such control .

Satellites that Control Weather Will be Destroye d
However, this will be planet-wide . and therefore al l

continents, the whole planet will he affected, and at th e
same time the satellites and other technical apparatu s
that are used to control the weather will be destroyed b y
the extreme radiations outside of the planers atmos -

phere . This is in reference to the satellites that are high
in the skies that can affect the weather system . They are
seen as being destroyed by the extreme solar flares .

The Greenhouse Effect : Are Al Gore andDavid Suzuki Honorable Men ?
(Is There Another Force at Work? )

Q lESIION :

(Thank you) I have one other question regarding th e
Greenhouse Effect, put forth by David Suzuki and A l
Gore . Are they honorable in their quest and explaining
to mankind the total amount of the Co? emissions? i s
that correct or is there another force at work ?
COSMIC AWARENESS :

The Real Cause of Global Warmin g
There is indeed another force that is at work here . As

this Awareness said . it is not simply mankind's igno-
rance and arrogance actions that have caused the globa l
warming that is now starting to be experienced . Part of
that is due to Planet X in its approach to planet earth . I t
is already creatin g a situation that is impacting and
affecting the sun

creating

	

and is causing an increase in th e
radiations projected from the sun towards the planets .
This is what is causing the global warming result, mor e
even than the efforts of mankind to destroy the atmos-
phere .

Saying this, it is imperative to recognize the action s
that mankind is involved in . the polluting actions and
efforts. and a responsibility be taken, that responsibilit y
for mankind's involvement on the planet, cooperation
with the planet, alignment to the planet, all be initiated
and understood . OP the two individuals mentioned . that
being the former vice president Al Gore and the Cana-
dian scientist and ecologist. David Suzuki ; of the two ,
there is a gross difference in the intent held by either
man.

AI Gore Has a Dark and Hidden Agend a
The man known as Al Gore . although he is currently

very popular for speaking out on the issues, havin g
become the voice against : global warming, the voice o f
reason supposedly, speaking out and warning mankind ;
it is not seen by this Awareness that his intentions are
that honorable . They have a hidden agenda behind them .
for the man himself is serving hidden masters . is servin g
to be the spokesperson to take people's attentions away
from other issues and other reasons why there is a g loba l
warming happening at this time .

It is so that many do not look further . do not pay
attention to that planet that is fast approaching Planet
Earth . and the other part of the intention is to create fea r
and worry of an unreasonable and ungrounded nature. to
create within the human condition a f ùrthcrin r of that
state of affairs where human beings worry and worr y
and worry . giving their life ener g ies to being afraid .
living in fear, energizing this fear, projectin g this fear ,
crcatmg this fear, and through their beliefs that are bein g
strongly built up by such entities as Al Gore, creating a
belies~ structure . a belief system that is visualizing an d
creating a possible future scenario of a devastated planet
due to that which is called global warming .

This Awareness speaks of this not to dismiss thi s
individual, for there is merit in the warnings he i s
issuing . That is not the point . The point is 'his real
reasons for issuing such warnings are not to hel p
mankind to reach a higher status . but rather as thi s
Awareness has already spoken . to serve his hidden
masters who have a hidden agenda, which is to create a
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fear and panic amongst the world's populace that the y
themselves can use for their on insidious purposes .

David Suzuki is an Honorable Ma n
The individual David Suzuki is another kettle of fis h

altogether . This is a man who has for many decades been
a voice of reason, whose voice has long spoken out fo r
the need to find that balance with Mother Earth, t o
regain mankind's true role of bein g the guardian of th e
planet, of protecting the planet, of 'living in alignmen t
with the planet . This man ' s voice has long been a
beacon . This man himself has been a beacon in th e
darkness . when many others would not listen and all els e
failed, still this man spoke out . This courageous warrio r
still speaks out . He does not serve the same masters as
that man known as Al Gore does .

Thus . this Awareness supports this individual Davi d
Suzuki, and acknowledges that his intent and desire is t o
help find a balance and alignment that is now needed ,
and that this is the attitude that will be taken over into
the Ascension, not simple fear, not ten-or, not a hope-
lessness that nothin g can be done, but rather a visualiza-
tion of new ways orbeing, of a new way of living i n
harmony with the planet herself . This has always bee n
his message, and this has always been his intent .

The individual David Suzuki comes from a very
high level of consciousness and entered into this plane t
as one of those voices (for he is not the only voice) o f
reason, to help many start to see and understand an d
appreciate the unique planet that they have . who gives so
freely of herself for the welfare and survival of the many
that live upon her surface . This man's intent has alway s
been a pure intent, as has been the intent of many others
of his ilk, who have also come to be of service at thi s
time in this way .

This Awareness is complete .

QUESTIONER :

(Thank you for this information . It was extremely
interesting )

We have 7 questions concerning earth "A" Ascen-
sion from Vera K ., of Syracuse . New York. Some hav e
been alr eady discussed . Perhaps additional relatable
information is now available . ould Awareness prefer
these be read en masse and each one discussed sepa-
rately or to discuss each one at a time ?
COSMIC AWARENESS :

At this point, this Awareness prefers that each singl e
question be given .

CAN MOTHER MARY CHANGE OUR DNA?
(During a Telephone Conference No Less! )

QUESTION :

"It has been stated that our present DNA, chakras ,
auras, cells, must be released from the restriction s
imposed upon them at one point in time. to become clea r
again . It has also been stated this is necessary to enabl e
us to tolerate the higher vibrations as lower vibration s
cannot prevail on Ascension earth "A" . All channeling s
continually are on "unconditional love" and one wonder s
just how many people are capable of this in order t o
qualify for Ascension .

Very high spiritual souls . such as Mother Mary .
Archangel Michael and Jesus are said to be participatin g
in telephone conferences, whereby entities wishing fo r
assistance in changing their DNA etc ., can join and be
helped . Not everyone knows about this, and others hav e
difficulty tuning in to the telephone conference . Is

Awareness in a position to change DNA or su ggest
where else we could obtain suchassistance?" ou r
comments please?
COSMIC AWARENESS :

The first thing this Awareness wishes to offer is that
the DNA structure of individuals is changing, whether
they wish it so or not, for the vibrations of the planet ar e
changing . Some will be able to go further and deeper a s
their own frequencies increase, but all human beings wil l
see a change of the DNA structure, for it is part of tha t
which is occurring at this time . It is part of the natura l
evolutionary process that is occurring at this time .

This Awareness has often talked of the Ascension
Planet A, and Planet B . that which is behind or below
Ascension. Both will have altered frequency, altere d
vibration, and to exist on either of those two will entail a
changing of the genetic DNA structure that is in exis-
tence at this time . This DNA structural change has bee n
underway for several years already, and will continue o n
until that divisional point occurs and those two planet s
this Awareness and others have spoken of come int o
existence . fully and completely .

12 DNA Strands for Those who Choose Planet "A"
Those who exist on either of those two planets wil l

have been altered so that they can exist physically on th e
new planets . Those who choose to go towards tha t
higher level of consciousness that will be part and parce l
of existence on Planet A, will find that their geneti c
structure has altered to that which would be a hi gher
frequency, and would allow a greater amount of those 1 2
strands of genetic material to be used and opened . That
is part of the genetic shift that is occurring at this time .

Those who choose not to raise their vibrations wil l
actually shut down and part of the genetic code that wil l
be needed to function on a much denser plane will b e
lost, or at least shut off . It is known that only 2 of the 1 2
strands have currently been used by mankind over th e
last several thousand years . It is seen that this will be
reduced down to the one strand, for those who stay o n
that planetary consciousness level that is Planet B .

It is a shutting down, a damping down, a dumbin g
down that will occur . However . those who have chose n
the Ascension process, or arc part of the Ascension ,
whether they recognize their choice in this matter or not ,
will have an expansion of the genetic material, the DN A
strands, an opening up once again of those strands that
were once fully functional, and this will be part of that
shift in consciousness, that shift towards the higher
vibrational frequencies .

This Awareness asks if the energizer feels that th e
answer is complete or is there something that thi s
Awareness has missed from the question .
QUESBONER :

(Yes thank you) The part about the telephone confer-
ence with Mother Mary, Archangel Michael and Jesus ;
is this for real or not ?
COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness is hard pressed to answer this ques-
tion for the following reasons . To suggest it is unrea l
would dismiss a process, and event that is occurring tha t
is real to self. But at the same time, this is not real t o
others . This Awareness wishes it to be understood that i t
is not so much a telephone conversation that is occur -
ring, but rather an opening up to the higher communica-
tions of those beings as well as other Ascended Masters .
other beings, that is truly occurring .
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There are some who have had the experience of a
telephone conversation . of literally picking up the phone
and hearing the voices of these beings speaking to them .
It is valid therefore, that they have had this experience ,
and for those who wish such an experience, if they hol d
the belief strongly enough that they can experience suc h
communication. that it is for them also. then it is likel y
that they too will have such an experience . will hear
these voices as veil as other Ascended Masters o r
angelic beings. voices over the telephone .

Not by Telephone but Many are Now Channeling Masters
However. this Awareness suggests that this is more a

form of channeling that is now available . This Aware-
ness wishes to be very clear . It is not talking simply
about telephone conversations or using the tele pIhon e
when It talks of channeled information . It is talking o f
that which is now more prevalent, more possible tha n
has been so for many many years . There are many wh o
are now having conversations with the Ascende d
Beings, with the Archangels, who are receiving now
information that previously was not available .

This too is valid . This too is occurring . It is no t
needed that one uses a telephone to converse with suc h
beings, but simply needs to know how to dial in fro m
their levels of consciousness to these Ascended Masters ,
these angelic beings, these guards and guides of con-
sciousness . It is simply needed to know how to lift one' s
consciousness along the vertical track of consciousnes s
that this Awareness spoke of the other day . Making suc h
connections will allow the now of communication s
internally, telepathically . There is not seen to really be a
need to use a physical apparatus such as the telephone .
however if such is desired by individuals and their belie f
is such that they can hold it and manifest it . then thi s
Awareness has no objection to picking up the telephon e
and calling home, calling to a foreign land, a foreign
consciousness if you will . of being open to communica-
tions through such an apparatus. such a means .

However it is not needed . Such communications ca n
occur and are occurring more and more as individual s
start to open up their consciousness, start to mak e
available on the vertical track those communication s
with higher aspects of self, higher dimensional aspect s
of consciousness . This Awareness is complete with thi s
question .

Is Unconditional Love Important?
QuEs ioN :

Thank you) One other question related to her ques-
tion, "Is unconditional love . clarity, truly necessary, or i s
it the intention for such that is more important? In other
words, what are the criteria to qualify for Earth A
Ascension?" Your comments please ?
Cosmic AWARENESS :

This is the splitting of hairs, hair-splitting . for both
are basically the same thing . it is indeed important t o
have the intention to experience unconditional love . to
be the giver of unconditional love . Putting one's inten-
tion towards this . one's desire out for this . will pull thi s
into one's life . but upon experiencing it . then thi s
supports the ability to engage in unconditional love ,
which of course then increases the desire and the inten t
to put such energies forward . to live in such a way .

it is a circular argument . The question is which cam e
first : the intent for unconditional love, or experiencin g
unconditional love? The two support each other . This
Awareness does not care which an individual starts with :

the feelings of unconditional love or the intent to fee l
unconditional love . They are both part of the same thing .

Where Will Earth "A" Go After Ascension ?
QULST]oN :

(Thank you) i appreciate the information .Vera's next
qquestion . still concerning Earth A Ascension. "When
Earth A separates, where will it go to establish its own
space?"
COSMIC AWARENESS :

It will go nowhere to establish its own space, for i t
will be in its own space already and needs not g o
anywhere . This Awareness suggests that what is needed
is a revision of the thought process around the "going
somewhere," that the planet needs to physically g o
somewhere . it simply needs to vibrate at a differen t
level . It will then be somewhere else .

This Awareness gives as a parallel example, th e
example of being in a room that appears to be empty .
There is no one else in the room, and vet at the very
instant an individual is in that room, there are othe r
beings in that room also . beings that are vibrating at a
different rate . who may or may not be aware of th e
individual already occupying the room. Simply because
one is not aware of others in the room because they ar e
at a different vibrational rate does not mean that they are
not occupying the same space at the same time .

They have not had to go anywhere else, they ar e
simply in that space, just as other vibrations are in th e
space, as X-rays and gamma rays and television rays and
radios waves or vibrations or frequencies all are in th e
room at the same time the individual is in that room .
Therefore . the space that the individual occupies i s
hardly an empty space . even if he or she does no t
perceive the other individuals, the other frequencies tha t
are also in that space at the same time .

Planet A Will Lift Itself Beyond the Physica l
Thus it will be with both planets : Planet A and

Planet B : that their frequencies will change . They wil l
occupy, rn a manner of speaking, the same space . but i t
will not be at the physical level . Planet A will lift itsel f
beyond the physical, creatin g a new form of physicality
at a higher frequency, as will Planet B, creating a new
form of denser physicality at a different vibration or
frequency . They will no longer intersect to any degree :
their frequencies and vibrations being so different tha t
they no longer have an interface together as they
currently do, but in a manner of speaking, they still wil l
be in the same space .

This Awareness is complete .

Will Ascending Entities Suddenly Disappear ?
(The Question Many Have Pondered )

Qrrns ION :

(Thank you) Her next question is related to this . She
asks, "Will entities Ascending suddenly disappear fro m
us, leaving family and friends wonderin g what happene d
to the departed ?

Or will those planning to ascend inform their relative s
of their intent before that, so that the shock and confu-
sion will not result'? The family would not even hav e
access to the departed physical body for burial since i t
has been stated that the physical body will ascend . "
Your thoughts please ?
COSMIC AWARENESS :

This is a question and derivations of this question
that have intrigued many, that many have wondered of
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this. The Interpreter himself has wondered of this . 1-lo w
will this happen? What will happen'? Will the individual s
simply disappear in front of someone else who i s
standnrg there? Will they die. even necessitating th e
need for a funeral? Or will they simply be forgotten . a s
if they never existed?

A Process of Forgetting Will Start to Take Plac e

This Awareness states that all three are somewha t
relevant and possible, but that by far, what will occur i s
the latter . Due to the changing frequencies and vibra-
tions of consciousness, that which was once known o r
held will no lon ger be known or held . and thus a proces s
of forgetting will start to take place more and more . Thi s
will be toward those individuals who no longer share
that reality with those who have stayed behind versus
those who have moved forward . Thus. for individual s
staying on Planet B with the slowing down of frequency ,
that which accelerates forward will no longer be know n
or experienced .

Those individuals who accelerate their vibration s
and frequencies . who have moved to those higher
planes, will simply no lon ger exist, even in the memorie s
of those individuals who once knew them . They wil l
simply cease to be part of their lives on any level : past ,
present or future . It is as if they never existed . Those
individuals who have stayed on the denser planet an d
chosen to co forward in that spiritual evolutionary
process will not feel a sadness, a regret or sorrow fo r
those who have disappeared from their lifetime . In fact .
they will be very hard pressed to even remember tha t
those individuals were part of that process . Thus, it wil l
be that those who have moved on will simply no longe r
be part on any level of their lives .

The Scenario For Those Who Ascend on Planet A

For those who are part of the Ascension process . a
slightly different scenario will occur . Some will have an
acute understanding and awareness of what is occurrin g
for there will be those who are advanced in the process
themselves who, because of their nature and thei r roles
and their purpose . have been working with the Ascen-
sion process more consciously than some others .

For these who are aware of what is occurring, ther e
may indeed occur events where those who are no t
moving forward will truly disappear in front of thei r
eyes, but they will know why this is occurring and the y
will understand that what is occurring, is that those wh o
cannot hold the frequency and vibration and advance ,
that vibration and frequency will indeed be g in to slo w
down until they simply disappear . There will be a n
acceleration as the event draws nearer, and that accelera-
tion will cause the accelerated vibrational rate .

When Captain Kirk of Star Trek Disappeare d
This Awareness, through the knowin g and memory

the Interpreter draws forth an example allow this could
look. The Interpreter being a huge fan of that series
known as Star Trek, knows of an episode where a race
of beings were encountered that were vibratin g s o
quickly that they were invisible to Captain Kirk: and hi s
crew. The good r eaptain himself was accelerated forward
to this higher frequency so that he joined these extrater-
restrials . `Vdhen this happened, he literally disappeared
from the view of the crew. S pock was able to figure out
what had occurred, and accelerated himself forward s o
that he could join the captain and together they defeate d
the ill intents ofthe other race who were vibrating at a
much faster rate .

To these who are vibrating at that faster rate, thos e
who are the slower rate seemed to be standing still and

they could just simply move around them . They coul d
also engal e them . They could tickle their noses, an d
move their limbs if they wished, but they needed to b e
careful for at that accelerated rate, if they injure d
themselves they could do themselves harm . This is a n
example of how this process will take place . However .
as those who are not accelerating forward and no t
moving their vibrations and expandinu their conscious-
ness. move forward, those who slow drown will actuall y
disappear to them versus just seemingly standing still a s
statues there .

The two streams of consciousness that will exem-
plify Planet A or Planet B will become solidified . The
Interface this Awareness spoke of will then cease to b e
and the two will simply no longer interface with on e
another . Those who have slowed down will not simpl y
be seen as a statue standing there . they simply will n o
longer be part of the reality that is experienced by those
who have accelerated themselves, as is the case for thos e
who are in the slower reality towards those who hav e
accelerated themselves . They simply will not be part o f
that reality any longer .

This is what this Awareness sees . Those who have a
conscious awareness may actually see individual s
slowing down to such a de,ree that they disappear .
Those who do not have quite that level yof awareness bu t
are still part of the Ascension process may find that a
natural process seems to be occurring . Individuals the y
once knew, whose lives they might have been part o f
simply have moved on, sometimes through a natura l
death or what appears to be the death of the individual .
Sometimes they have just moved away, and they n o
longer have contact with those individuals. and some-
times it is simply life itself that has moved everyone in
different directions .

As those individuals themselves become even mor e
conscious and aware they will understand from a mor e
enlightened point . that all that has happened is that thos e
who made the choice not to advance spiritually evolu-
tionarily, have just taken a different way and are not par t
of their reality any longer, are not experienced in tha t
reality any longer . That is why this Awareness said tha t
all three to some degree actually apply, for this is how i t
will be .

This Awareness wishes to move on with the ques-
tions .

What Will Life Be Like on Ascended Earth A?
(Will Entities Work, Eat, Sleep Etc .? )

QUESTION :

(Thank you) And thank you for the illustration. These
really help people understand more fully .

The next question from Vera concerns Earth "A" life
conditions. She asks, "What will life he like on As-
cended Earth A'? Will entities work, eat, sleep, etc ., as
they do on Earth B? Is the difference simply that thei r
mentality will be one of peace and happiness durin g
their activities'?" And a related question . "Is Earth A
fully equipped to accommodate the needs and activitie s
of Ascended Entities, such as places to work, markets t o
shop for food, some form of financial exchange to mak e
purchases, or will entities simply think of what the y
want or need. and it appears?' You thoughts please .
COMM' AWARENESS :

The first thing that this Awareness wishes to mak e
clear is that the Ascension process is a gradual unfold-
ing. not a total and spontaneous change of everything .
This means that the process itself will be an extension of
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that which was, to that which will he. It will creat e
therefore . new thinking and new ways of thinking that
will gradually unfold as these changes occur on that
planet where the consciousness of many has been
enhanced, has moved forward .

There will be those who will now become the lead-
ers for those who have that greater awareness an d
consciousness themselves through their efforts befor e
the Ascension created a new level of consciousnes s
already will be available to be the leaders and the
teachers and the guides and the guardians of those man y
who have shifted forward, who have expanded thei r
consciousness, who were perhaps born at a time wher e
they came into the old way . the old world with expanded
awareness, that made it possible for them to mov e
directly into the higher frequencies of Planet A .

The Rainbow and Crystal Children Will Lead Them
This Awareness is specifically talking of those

children who are now being born and who have bee n
boar over the last two or three decades . who are known
as the Rainbow Children and the Crystal Children ; also
the Indi g o Children. who now are no longer children of
course, but who are adult members of society . Many o f
the Indigo Children . if they indeed survived thei r
tumultuous lives. will be in positions of stepping into the
frequencies of the Ascension and becoming the citizen s
of the Ascension .

There will be different gradients of consciousness o f
those many who have ascended . Some, as this Aware-
ness has said, having worked and are already openin g
before the Ascension, bein g in position to take charge, to
show the way forward, and-others who will be there t o
be shown, who are there to do the work that needs to b e
done. It will not be immediately a place of instan t
manifestation where those who simply desire and wis h
for something will instantly manifest it, however . that
template will be in place for those who hold it and kno w
it to be possible will be able to teach others, and gradu-
ally,. step by step, over a number of years, not even
singular years . but rather over decades, such abilitie s
will be the norm, versus the beginning when the Ascen-
sion process initially occurs, it will not necessarily be
the norm. but it wilt be known, it will be understood an d
there will be those who can do such things, and it will b e
taught to those others who will be open to such things ,
who will be open to a new way of thinking, for it is par t
of the new frequency of consciousness that they hav e
chosen to be part of.

For a Time Even Computers and Technology Will be Use d
There will even be the need for computers and

technology that is being used at this time, but there wil l
be a gradual shifting away from such technolo gical tools
and dependencies . for it will be seen that the speed of
thought and the ability to manifest from thought is muc h
quicker than anything that computers can do . However,
for a space of time such technology will still be used ,
will still be needed. until such awareness is reached tha t
recognizes that computers no longer serve a purpose .
However they will be useful for a time yet .

Also going together with this, is an understanding
that consciousness is much more expansive and flexibl e
than mechanical thinking . such as the process used i n
computer technology . However . the computer has made
possible much advancement over the last severa l
decades and therefore . this technology will still be usefu l
on the other side . if you will . It is also seen that suc h
technological advancements and tools that have bee n
used over the last few decades and that are in place no w
will continue to progress and a biological form of

technologies will be created that is much more use r
friendly. much more orientated to an amplification o f
thought process versus a mechanical process as it no w
stands .

Miracles Will be Much More Commonplace
There arc discoveries that are on the verge of bein g

made even now, even before the Ascension process that
will alter things radically . so that by the time Ascension
occurs . those technolo gical devices will already have a
huge biolo gical component and be part of that expansio n
of consciousness, although it will be different . There-
fore. the an --welt to the question is that the gradua l
unfolding o events, thinking, and ways of acting will b e
such that it will lead to a time where the mind is muc h
more accessible, much more instantaneous in its process .
in its ability to manifest instantly than it will be at th e
be g inning of that Ascension journey . However, muc h
wiTh be different . Miracles will be much more common-
place, and there will be an air of excitement and wonde r
at the new way of being that will be so upon Ascension .

l)oes this make this more clear to the energizer an d
perhaps to the readers ?

Will Working, Eating and Sleepin g
Still be the Same as it is Now ?

QUES1!ONE R :

Yes it does in a sense. The part of the entities workin g
and eating and sleeping . would that still occur the sam e
way as it does now .
COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness thanks the energizer for pointin g
this out . This Awareness did indeed wish to talk of this .
No, they will not be the same as they are now, howeve r
saying this : there will still be the need to work. There
will be the need to be active . What will be the most
immediate change is the thinking that is behind the work
ethic, the conditioning of thou g ht around work, of
thinking around work . This is largely that which is th e
Orion conditioning of mankind to think in terms of
working for money, money being useful and needed t o
survive ; that nothing can be accomplished without
money . without an economic situation to provide money .

No Need to Work For Money Any Longe r
Thus, at this time. before this Ascension process .

most individuals lied it hard to believe that there will b e
no need to work for money any longer, and they wil l
find it hard to understand how a system can exist, how a
civilization can carry on without individuals paving fo r
things . buying things, for the whole system of thou ght at
this time is so orientated toward the Orion conditioning
program, that to think of living without being paid for -
work done is still largely a foreign concept .

This Awareness spoke that there will be the need to
continue to work . but it will be work for the sake o f
expressin g oneself, of doing that which draws th e
individuar where there is a need to express oneself, an d
thus work will become much more enjoyable . it will not
simply be drudgery . It will not simply be that which i s
done to earn money so that one can buy things or hav e
shelter or food . Indeed . such things will be available fo r
all, whether they work or not . for it will be understoo d
that every human being is entitled to have their need s
fulfilled and it is not that one must work .

The Orion Agenda Will Not be Carried Ove r
One will therefore work . for one wishes to be crea-

tive. one wishes to be active . one wishes to expres s
oneself through an activity that will be known as work,
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but it will simply be so different that to draw a paralle l
to what work Is now will be inappropriate . It simply wil l
not be the same thing. The Orion agenda will not b e
carried over into the Ascension, into the elevated leve l
of conscious awareness . Work will also be different i n
that it will not necessarily need to be physical in nature .
Much will be achieved mentally , and emotionally . and
thus. many of the things that take place now in that lon g
protracted' manner, that physical manner. will simply
disappear .

There will be technologies available that will allo w
the drudgeries to be completed and taken care of versu s
individuals having to spend time doing those jobs, tha t
work that is no longer seen as necessary . This Aware-
ness speaks of the technologies that will be carrie d
forward, so that until that point of consciousness i s
reached where the individuals are more living outsid e
the physical and in that level of consciousness wher e
physical expression is not needed, some form of worke r
will be needed .

Robots Will Do Most of the Hard Work on Planet "A "

This Awareness is thinking hard . so to speak, o n
how to express this, how to bring this forth . It is seeing
that which is known as the robots, or androids that are s o
popular in science fiction as that which could possibl y
also exist until they are no longer needed in that Ascen-
sion planet. Planet A . It is simply not seen that man y
humans will desire to do hard labor to repair roads, t o
build buildings, to work in factories, to create th e
physical things that may still be used for a time on tha t
planet of Ascension, on that grade of Ascension, o f
consciousness . These things will be done by automatons ,
by creations that are right now known as robots or
androids .

This can be seen to be useful for a period of time ,
until consciousness itself has moved even furthe r
forward over the decades that lie on the other side of the
Ascension process . They will be the ones that will b e
created to do the hard manual labor and the work tha t
will still be needed for a time, but it is not seen that most
humans will choose to do this work for there will b e
other ways to do it . For a time, as the Ascension proces s
moves forward, there may be humans who still do work
of a physical nature, and even later it is seen that certai n
individuals will enjoy physical activity, physical labor ,
such as workin g in a garden or creating and building
structures .

So much will change however, that it simply will not
be as it is now. Even the need to create huge skyscraper
buildings will no lon ger be favorable . It will be much
more ali gned to the physical planet earth itself, an d
mankind's imposition of his needs, his desires will als o
fall away. Thus, cities as they are now known will be a
thing of- the past, for there will not be a need to live i n
such concrete jungles . Automobiles and vehicles such a s
these contraptions will no longer be needed, but this i s
all far ahead', and farther ahead than this Awarenes s
wishes to speak of at this time .

Androids and Robots—the Difference ?
(More Like That Creature Known as "Data" )

QUESTION :

(Thank you) There are another two questions . Th e
android that you spoke of, is that the same as a robot, o r
is that entirely different ?
COSMIC AWARENESS :

The androids will be more biological in nature, an d
will not have the metallic surface that is that of a robot .

They will be more like that creature known as Data o n
the Star Trek series . There is a difference though in th e
human nature of a creature born to a human body . that
while they may have the appearance of a human bein g
they will not have a soul, they will not have a human
consciousness as such. Theirs will be the advancemen t
of that which is the computer chip ri ght now on thi s
planet . and they will have logic and the ability to think .
They will be able to function hi ghly at that level . This i s
all part of that which lies ahead. but this Awareness doe s
not wish to discuss much further at this time .
Qui ;sriONER :

Okay. all kinds of thoughts come from that particula r
statement . . .
COSMIC AWARENESS :

There is indeed ground to discuss these matter s
further at another date, at another time .

A Need to Eat and Sleep on Planet "A" ?
(Prana and Vegetarianism Will be the Norm )

QUESTION :

(That would be fine .) The only other question irom
Vera's notes on this topic, "Will the entities eat an d
sleep like they do now, or will there be no need for slee p
or eating?
COSMIC AWARENESS :

There indeed will be a need for eating and sleeping ,
but so much will change . That which is known as
vegetarianism will become much more the norm, an d
even as time goes on the need for sustenance throug h
plant protein will also change. Energies will be taken i n
through breath, through the prana that is used even now
through yogic traditions, and more and more will be th e
case . TThose who understand how to take in energy wil l
no longer need to eat the way that it is done now, wil l
not need to take in sustenance as it is done now.

The Need For Sleep Will Diminis h

Along with this, because consciousness will shift
also,. the need for physical sleep will shift and chan ge .
The times for sleep will be such that there is an activ e
engagement of consciousness in the 5'i' /6 11/7 'I' dimen-
sional reality. The physical body will become much
more ethereal, less physical in nature, and thus the need
for sleep will diminish also . These are part of the
evolutionary track that is seen by this Awareness a s
lying ahead, however, this is not exactly what will b e
instantly the case upon Ascension . It will simply be that
this will open up now so that many will move towards it .
being led by those who have already worked toward s
this consciousness, who because they have attained suc h
awareness will be able to teach this more and more to
those others who have also Ascended .

Is this sufficient for the answer to the question ?

HOW LONG WILL ENTITIES REMAIN O NPLANET "A" ?
QUESTION :

(Yes, thank you) Her next one is . "flow long wil l
entities remain on Earth A? Will they have a choice t o
stay or move on elsewhere as is the case presently in th e
higher dimensions? "
COSMIC AWARENESS :

This is also the case on the lower dimension, on th e
earth dimension. All entities have a choice to remain or
to return back into multidimensionality . into spiritua l
consciousness . This will indeed continue on . It is simply
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that those who have ascended will have far more
awareness of their multidimensional nature and charac-
ter . They can leave phvsicality at different stages . Those
who have attained high enough consciousness ca n
manifest their bodies . can create a physical body to
come into and also to disassemble that physical body a s
they move more into pure consciousness, pure levels o f
conscious awareness .

Much will be available . but for a time many will b e
residing more in a physical structure that has possible to
it a higher level of conscious awareness, thus an en-
gagement in those conscious levels will be more an d
more the norm . while the body that is still available wil l
dream, or be asleep while that higher level of conscious-
ness dreams . This is not unlike what happens in th e
physical level . but it will be more prominent and
prevalent and understood to a higher de gree . and thu s
dreaming will not be dismissed or denied, for it will b e
seen that that level of consciousness is that which is th e
natural aspect of a multidimensional being, not some -
thing that is dismissed, that is not understood .

This Awareness wishes to make clear that an unfold-
ing will occur which will move mankind more into a
nonphysical state of consciousness and being, but this i s
not what will instantly be available on the othier side of
Ascension . Over a period of time this will become so, a
relatively short period of time . The world that will exis t
after the Ascension process will be radically differen t
than the world that exists now before the Ascensio n
process . While this Awareness has spoken of a degree o f
phvsicality that will still remain, it will be so radicall y
different to what exists now. that will appear as nigh t
and day to those who have a memory of what once wa s
and what will he .

The Physical State of Consciousness To Totally Disappea r

This itself will continue to shift so that within th e
space of 140 years, there will no longer be a recognitio n
to what was the physical state of consciousness . It wil l
simply be something that can be engaged in when ther e
is . a need or a desire to engage in physicality . All that
will have determined it at the beginning of the proces s
will have moved forward in awareness to a degree that i t
is simply no lon ger needed. h is no longer needed to stay
in a physical reality other than as this Awareness has jus t
spoken . when there is a need or a desire to have a
physical experience .
An Instantaneous Conversion Into the Spirit State Already Exist s

Many want to believe that the Ascension proces s
will be an instantaneous conversion into the spirit state .
Such instantaneous conversion is already available . It i s
called death . Upon the crossing over from a physica l
state, the consciousness of the Individual is immediatel y
released into the multidimensional consciousness tha t
exists beyond the physical level of consciousness . What
is to occur is a more gradually unfoldin g towards tha t
level of consciousness that exists immediately upo n
death . after the Ascension . 11 is an evolutionary process
that will move mankind forward to that place ofmulti-
dimensionality .

Much will change upon the Ascension process .
Much will be available that was not available before . but
the unfolding that will occur needs to unfold over a
period of time. This Awareness is aware of the paradox
that is involved here for It sees that the change will b e
instantaneously upon the Ascension, and yet will stil l
need time to play itself out . What will change most
dramatically is the conscious understandin g of what the
human being truly is . of how they are much much more
than simply a physical body having a physical existence,

and yet man) will already be aware of this to one degree
or another before the Ascension process happens .

Most who seek Ascension . who will experienc e
Ascension will have this deeper more profound under -
standing of human consciousness . What this Ascensio n
process will primarily represent to them is the actualiza-
tion of what they know or think it will be so . versus
thinking of it being so . of imagining it to be so . It wil l
actually be so . Thus . many will be able to experience th e
miraculous . the magical, and the profound . "1 hat is the
biggest singular change that will occur jupon th e
Ascension process .

The Journey Into Physicality will Continue on Planet B

For the majority of people who experience the As-
cension process . the majority of humanity that ascend s
will now begin to live the Ascension versus simply
thinking of i. imagining it, or wondering about It . Of
course . that process that occurs on Planet 13 will b e
radically different. Their journey into physicality wil l
continue . It will become more and more dense to nature ,
not as liberating, not as free as that which exists now . I t
is largely because of those individuals who can acces s
higher levels of consciousness that humanity even at thi s
stage and time, experiences much more freedom, muc h
more wonder and possibility than will be so when thos e
who are the dreamers . the visionaries, those who hol d
higher levels of consciousness depart from that which i s
the physical level of reality .

Once those individuals are gone . then those who
would bind to a hi gher degree of physicality will have
full sway. They well create an intolerable situation t o
those of higher consciousness, but those of highe r
consciousness will already be gone . This Awareness i s
saying that those who would still hold to what wa s
known by them, they will have to start to fall asleep ,
"they" being those who chose not to ascend, who chose
not to raise their level of consciousness . They will hav e
to dumb down their own consciousness to exist in such a
dense reality, such a dense vibration . Thus they wil l
forget more and more what once was, and start to know
only physicality . as it will become .

This Awareness feels complete with this questio n
but is prepared to move on with other questions .

 
 ?

QUESTION :

(Thank you) Her last question on Earth A is related t o
remaining on Earth A and karma . She writes . "Thos e
who ascend with Earth A . will they still be subject to
karma and reincarnation? And if so, how can this be
when it sounds as though life will be one of peace, love ,
harmony etc . . which leads to the balancing of karma?"
COSMIC AWMWNESS :

This Awareness states outri ght there will no longer
be that which is karma . There will be no need for karma ,
for with that higher understand, that higher awareness, i t
will be understood that to create an event against a
person, to do somethin g against another individua l
without their intent or desire . is simply not the way it i s
done . There will be no need to engage with othe r
individuals in the creatin g of karma towards that
individual, towards the society . Thus, no . there is no
need for karma . That this is the negative experience that
is no longer required as it has been required as a way o f
learning in physical reality .
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Reincarnation Will No Longer Exist
As to reincarnation . once the multidimensionality i s

truly understood and e n g a ged, it will be understood tha t
reincarnation is simply a form of multiple dimensional-
ity . of multiple lifetimes . multiple layers of conscious-
ness. and many lives can be seen and understood an d
experienced from this higher level of consciousness . I n
one way, reincarnation as it is now understood on th e
physical plane will no longer exist, for it is at this tim e
understood to be a linear process : that past lives hap-
pened at some point in the past . and that a linear line i s
drawn from the past through the present into the future .

Such understanding will no longer he valid, for th e
greater awareness and understanding will be in play, tha t
all times exist simultaneously . and in that simultaneou s
existence, all lives exists simultaneously, and thu s
consciousness can choose any life to experience at an y
time. to be open to the experiences that are present i n
that lifetime, so reincarnation as it is now understood
will no longer exist . What will exist is multidimensional-
ity, simultaneous experiencing at any time, at any point .
a focus that an individual consciousness wishes to focu s
on .

The focus will become much more the primary
understanding. What one focuses on is what one wil l
experience . The need to experience negativity or karm a
will simply no longer need to be the focus . and it wil l
cease to exist . The need to follow a sequential order o f
lifetimes in various reincarnations will no longer exis t
and thus all will chan ge .

This Awareness is complete .

Will Past Lives be Remembered ?
QUESTION :

One question please . Will the person's memory of al l
of the different lives that they had, will that be instanta-
neous'? Is this something they would have to develop ?
COSMIC AWARENESS :

There is indeed a developing that will occur as that
shift is being made as the movement and the unfolding i s
occurrin g forward into an expanded consciousness, eve n
beyond that which will be available initially upo n
Ascension . The focus is what will be primary to this . As
consciousness learns to focus its intention upon thi s
event or that event, this life or that life will then take tha t
consciousness to that event, to that consciousness or tha t
lifetime, to that experience . This is something that exist s
already, but in a strange way must also be learned .

When consciousness has reached that place, that th e
understanding of focus is what is essential and primary ,
then anything is possible, any lifetime is possible, any
dimension is possible, any experience is possible .

Will the Garden of Eden be Restored?
(Vera is Confused About Planets A and B )

QUESTION :

(Thank you There are 4 more questions on Earth B .
and the Garden of Eden . "1f Earth B. where we presentl y
reside, will be restored to the Garden of Eden by the
Galactic Federation aliens when they finally arrive o n
our shores . thus establishing a clean . happy and joyfu l
abode. will this not serve as a deterrent to many entitie s
not to ascend, or is it the Ascension process that will b e
over before Eden and the golden era are established her e
on Earth B? If entities are happy with Earth B . migh t
they not reason . "Why go anywhere else when we are s o
happy and content right here?

it is not clear exactly what will occur once the As-
cension door is closed to Earth B . it has been stated that
13 will fall back into third density . This a p pears to mea n
Earth B is presently rising to fourth and fifth dimen-
sions . but will fall a gain to the third . at the departure of
earth, and if so . will not the Garden of Eden and golde n
era still prevail on Earth B . making is a desirable plac e
to abide ." Thank you for an explanation .
COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness needs to start by pointing out a n
error in the thought process, and the assumptions mad e
by the entity Vera . Planet B will not be the Eden planet
that will become Planet A . It is Planet A that will be th e
Eden once again, for part of that process that will occu r
upon the unfolding, that will last several hundred years ,
is that a reinstating of that Garden of Eden energy wil l
occur. The planet itself is ascending and she too wil l
reinstate herself will draw back that perfection that i s
the Garden of Eden and those who ascend will under -
stand their new roles, their true roles in this process .

Thus, they will be able to partake in the Garden of
Eden once again. It will not only be confined to Adam
and Eve, but will be available to all who ascend, for onl y
those who understand their role . their place in the
harmony and the balance of working and living with a
conscious being that is the planetary consciousness o f
earth will have a place on the new Ascension Planet A .
will have a place on New Gaia, of the consciousness of a
sentient being who wishes to live in harmony with all of
her citizens, all those who would reside within her being .

Planet B Will Be a Degraded Polluted Planet for Entitie s
(Dried Up Oceans and Huge Deserts )

Planet B will simply not be Eden . for what wil l
continue to occur on Planet B is the deterioration an d
destruction of the beautiful planet that currently i s
fighting for her survival . While it is her naturalness to b e
a Garden of Eden, the i gnorant and arrogant actions o f
the beings that now reside upon her surface are detri-
mental to her wellbeing . It is seen that Planet 13 wil l
degrade in quality as the consciousness of the plane t
shuts down and goes into a deep hibernation . This being
so, many will experience a degraded planet. a planet that
is heaviy polluted . that has toxic areas . that huge
deserts . that has oceans that have dried up .

Life Underground the Only Possibility for Planet B
The consciousness of the planet will go deep into the

planet, allowing the surface to become a hostile surface .
Part of the struggle will be simply a struggle to survive .
Many will not be able to continue surviving on th e
surface, and it is seen that many will go underground .
They will need to survive under the surface . for to liv e
on the surface will no longer be truly possible . Thos e
conditions spoken of earlier of the radiations that are
coming through will have destroyed the planet's surfac e
to such a de gree that life underground is the onl y
possibility . This too will be an unfolding over man y
generations . as they are no longer able to survive on th e
surface and will be driven underground, thus entering
into the physical vibration of the planet itself, and as th e
consciousness of the planet recedes, as it draws inwards .
the effect will be a denser consciousness of those being s
living under the surface .

It is erroneous to assume that Planet B is an Ede n
planet, and many will not want to ascend for they are s o
enamored by the glorious Garden of Eden that the planet
has become or will become. This is simply wrong. Thi s
is an erroneous assumption . This is not the destiny of
Planet 13 or those who will continue to have a physical
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experience of consciousness on that planet . This Aware-
ness is complete .

Will Forgiveness Prevail ?
QiiESrION :

(Thank you) Her next question . I believe you've
basically answered, but I'll read it. and if there's any
part that needs attention, please comment . She writes . "If
it is that the Garden of Eden will be established on Eart h
B and become a wonderful place to reside . obviously the
evil administration . together with their Illuminati leader s
will be enjoying the environment as well, unless they are
brought to justice and imprisoned for their misdeeds .
The question which arises with this scenario is, wil l
forgiveness be part of the Galactic Teachings an d
become the norm . and if so . will the administration an d
the Illuminati be forgiven and released from prison, o r
not go to prison at all .

Also, if the practice of forg iveness prevails, will thi s
not also apply to all entities who break the law. and wil l
this not create an unsafe environment? If forgivenes s
prevails, it would seem to follow that unless the Illumi-
nati are closely watched . they would be free to go their
way and resume scheming, bound to reestablish an d
repeat their shenanigans concerning greed and control -
ling . . .will this not eventually return Eden to its present
negative state under free will?" An update on anythin g
like that?
COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness has already suggested and maintain s
the suggestion that Planet B will simply not be the Eden
garden planet that the entity Vera K ., is conjecturing on .
Saying this, there are qualifications that this Awareness
wishes to make . While the planet itself largely wil l
degrade. it is seen that there will be pockets upon th e
planet that will be shielded and under the shielding, thi s
is where there might be some form of natural beauty, o f
that which the entity Vera K ., has been calling th e
Garden of Eden .

Orion Reptilians Will Be In Total Charge OF Planet B
It is also seen that these pockets will be inhabited

mostly by those who are o f- the Reptilian/Orion persua -
sion. those who created and are part of the New Worl d
Order, the Illuminati, and all of those who have been i n
charge and in power for so long . Thev will become an d
continue to be the supreme masters of this Planet B .
They will have with them in these enclaves certai n
slaves, humans who have been kept there for thei r
pleasure and for their service . These will be slaves of th e
ultimate order . for they will have no rights, no options ,
and no freedoms .

Thev will be treated, as their masters desire to trea t
them . There will not be much in the form of huma n
compassion or kindness towards these slaves . these
humans who chose to continue in this experience, thi s
limited consciousness. The question was asked. "wil l
these types not be punished? Will they be forgiven an d
allowed to continue on?" The question is irrerevant fo r
these beings will continue on . for it is part of the purpos e
of that planetary evolutionary track that those who ar e
part of desire to have . It will also be part of the greate r
stream of consciousness that will be brought back int o
the Long Soul, the Great Soul . Thus. the question o f
forgiveness is a redundant one .

Consciousness is Eterna l
f= orgiveness is truly a spiritual quality that alway s

has existed and will always exist . At some point. even
those who chose to separate even further from the

Godhead, from the Supreme Consciousness . from
Awareness of the Truth of All, even they will h e
forgiven and returned back to the flock at some point .
This Awareness asks all to remember that consciousnes s
is eternal . Eternity is a concept that is extremely hard fo r
many to understand or accept .

In the scale of that which is eternal . that which i s
eternity, what does it matter if a stream of consciousnes s
extends one or two or three millions years? It eventuall y
will return back to itself. back to the Godhead . It wil l
return bearing gifts . the g ifts being that of awareness . of
that which was learned and understood through tha t
track of evolutionary experience . Thus forgiveness i s
always possible . is always available . and many wil l
understand this as they move through the experiences .

The experience may not come immediately . it ma y
take many lifetimes on that track which has becom e
Planet B's spiritual evolutionary track, to be realized an d
be understood. It may take many lifetimes before that
quality of forgiveness is once again understood an d
rediscovered, but eventually it will be understood an d
rediscovered . Eventually there will be a return to th e
Godhead of those souls who chose to have that experi-
ence that lies ahead for Planet B . It is not up to thi s
Awareness to make judgment and sug gest that those
who have continued along that path ordegradatio n
where there is an imposing of their wills upon those o f
others of a limited consciousness . that they be judged by
this Awareness .

There is no need for judgment, for all is as need be .
All will learn . All will be forgiven . and all will return t o
that which is the Godhead . the Source, the consciousnes s
that is the Everything and the All .

Karmic Relationships on Planet B
QuESrIoN :

(Thank you) Part of the next question has been an-
swered . but a different viewpoint is being questioned . "I f
the Garden of Eden is restored to Earth B, so that it i s
wonderful, how can it be used as a karmic school o f
learning for souls . since everything will be so great . I f
souls wish to be poor and destitute and abundance
prevails on Earth B, must they seek another galaxy t o
fulfill their negative karmic choice, or is there no other
third dimensional plane for souls to be horn into to lear n
and work off ne gative karma'? If there are other physica l
planes where these souls can go to work off negativ e
karma, do those residents possess physical bodies such
as ours . and is life there difficult, so that they may hav e
to experience whatever the need? If so, it sounds a s
though those planes are in need of Divine Assistance, a s
is our Earth B ." Your comments please .
COSMIC AWARENESS :

The primary comment that this Awareness wishes to
make again relates to the Planet B not being the Garde n
of Eden . If this is understood, then it can easily be see n
how Planet B can well indeed be the line of conscious-
ness to take if one wishes to experience the karmic path .
wishes to understand through multiple lifetimes on a
physical plane of existence . the t r uth of consciousness ,
wishes to play over and over through many lifetime s
lessons and experiences that need to be had for one t o
eventually truly receive the understanding of the lifetim e
lessons .

There are many many reasons why entities wish to
have karmic relationships with others, as the soul has se t
for itself certain experiences that it wishes to have and
understand . The spiritual evolutionary track that has
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been this planet's evolution over the countless millenni a
has reached a point of division . Many have learned
through the millions of years that this track has alr eady
progressed along, the deepest and highest lessons, an d
many have advanced their consciousness to a degre e
where they are ready to move forward .

That quantum leap in consciousness is now availabl e
for those who have learned through the karmic lesson s
of multiple and many lifetimes . 'Iliose are the ones who
are indeed ready to move forward . and are ready to
ascend . Those who are not ready . those who choose t o
have more experiences and those who choose to hav e
even harsher experiences of the physical will experienc e
that which is to come on Planet B . This will be the majo r
physical track of consciousness that exists .

While there are other physical realities, they will not
be the same. The possibility to learn through karmi c
lessons, through multiple lifetimes that have a karmic ti e
to them will exist only on that evolutionary track o f
consciousness that will define Planet B and that spiritua l
evolutionary track . The question regarding other planet s
of physicality is irrelevant to the understanding that i t
will only be this one line of spiritual evolution that has a
karmic nature to it .

Others will learn on the physical universes that exis t
differently . They will not necessarily partake in a karmi c
series of incarnations that will teach them karmi c
lessons . For those souls who wish to have such lessons ,
they will engage on that spiritual track of evolution .
Those who donot have that need will go elsewhere . This
Awareness is complete unless there is that which thi s
Awareness has missed in the question .

How is it Possible to Take a Physical BodyInto a Higher Realm?
(How Buddha and Jesus Disassembled Themselves )

QUESTION :

No, it's fine . Vera also asks : "1-low is it possible to
take a physical body into a higher realm?"
COSMIC AWARENESS :

This is possible through the shifting in conscious-
ness. This Awareness spoke the other day of a concept
that allowed a vertical plane to be seen, a line tha t
involved all higher dimensions, that all exist simultane-
ously. When consciousness reaches a certain point, i t
becomes aware of this and is able to start accessin g
some of those higher planes of existence, those highe r
levels of consciousness . When a being in physical ha s
reached conscious awareness of this truth and accesses
it, then they are able to dematerialize their bodies, an d
arc able to remove their bodies from the physical plan e
all at once, without the need of physical death . This i s
what has occurred to certain Ascended Masters on the
planet who in the course of the spiritual evolution of th e
planet to date, reached levels of conscious awarenes s
and thus were able to disassemble their physical bodie s
and reassemble them elsewhere in non-corporeal form .

How Jesus Disappeared From the Tom b
It is said that the Buddha was able to do this, an d

there are other examples, includin g, ; Jesus Christ, who i n
that time of resurr ection, disassembled his body and thu s
it disappeared from the tomb . When he was ready, h e
reassembled his body in front of the disciples . Thus . they
could see his physical body . He even allowed them t o
touch the wounds that were created through the experi-
ence of crucifixion. This was simply to help the m
understand that he could reassemble the body . He chose
to reassemble it in the actual state it was in when he was

on the cross . but he did not have to reassemble the bod y
that way . He could have reassembled it complete an d
whole without the wounds being present .

This is an ability that can be en gaged in and used by
an enlightened being, a bein g who has reached that leve l
of conscious awareness that helps them understand tha t
the physical line of existence, that which this Awarenes s
has referred to as the horizontal line, can be transcende d
and can be changed . It is not iron clad . Once this level of
consciousness is attained. it is then that an individual can
jump beyond the laws of physicality and can do miracu-
lous things indeed .

This Awareness wishes to continue on with th e
second part of the question .

The Death Experience and When It Will En d
QUESTION :

When one passes, as is p resently the norm on Earth ,
the body is left behind. Will entities . . .
COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness wishes to speak to this before ad-
vancing . This is how it is now for most entities do no t
have alevel of consciousness that allows them to tak e
their physical form with them . The way the reality was
set up was so that at a certain point when it is time to
returi back into spiritual consciousness . that which is th e
physical would be discarded, and left behind, to retur n
back into the elements of the physical planet herself . As
the saying goes, "Dust to dust, ashes to ashes ." This i s
really simply a statement that the physical body wil l
return back to its physical body, will return back to it s
natural elements while that which is the consciousnes s
of that body, the identity of that body is released fro m
that physical prison to be returned back into conscious-
ness at that higher expanded level that exists beyon d
physicality . that exists beyond the physical form .

When enough realize this, then there will be no nee d
for physical death any longer, for the physical form ca n
be disassembled, and reassembled when and where it i s
wished, or not, if it is meant to stay in your consciou s
form . This Awareness moves on now .
QUESTION :

Will entities reproduce in some way or will the popu-
lation be composed strictly of those who have ascended
from Earth W.
COSMIC AWARENESS :

This question does not make sense to this Aware-
ness. It does not make sense for all being born on thi s
physical planet are spirits choosing to have a physica l
existence. The way forward on the physical is to be bor n
into the physical . When consciousness is raised to a
degree . there is no need to choose to be born into th e
physical, for the natural state is consciousness, i s
spiritual awareness .

Thus, the choice is no longer one that is even neces-
sary. The Planet B, which willcontinue the physica l
journey will continue to be such that each and ever y
soul. will have to choose to be born into it . and thus th e
experience of physical birth will continue onwards an d
will go into the depths of physicality that is almos t
animalistic in nature, and it will become as it once wa s
when there was no help available to help birth th e
children being born into the physical state . Many wil l
not survive the physical journey, but then that too will b e
a choice, the choice perhaps dsimply having that par t
of the physical experience available to them .



This is as it will be . This Awareness asks to move on .
Q I" NSFIU'v' LIt :

(Thank you) This concludes the Earth A and Earth B
questions from Vera. and I thank you for the answer s
and your patience in answering them . Is there a closing
message please ?
CLosiso \lhss .\GG :

This Awareness indeed has a closin g messa ge . I t
profoundly thanks Vera K . . for her astounding questions .
While sonie seemed redundant . they are questions tha t
many have. There are confusions that many hol d
towards that which is the Ascension process . especiall y
that which is the division of the two planets of con-
sciousness that will be formed upon Ascension .

indeed . the Ascension Planet will become a planet o f
hi gher consciousness and awareness that will continue t o
grow and unfold . movin g towards that place and spac e
of pure consciousness . For those mane who still seek to
have a physical experience . that Planet B will be a
continuance of the physical level of consciousness tha t
has been in existence for millennia .

There is a need of the soul to feel an even deepe r
level of separation from itself, to move into an eve n
denser level of consciousness that is little removed fro m
an animalistic state of consciousness . This will b e
different than that animalistic state of consciousness tha t
existed during that tinleframe known colloquially as th e
caveman era . or that time of the Neanderthal . the cave
man. the primitive man . it will be different because ther e
will be a group of entities or beings who will have
ultimate control and power over the lives of the many .
There will be those who will be slaves to these masters ,
who will literally serve every wish and desire that thei r
masters might have .

Barbarianism and Cannibalism Await on Planet B
There will be others who will not be under such

dominance but will have to live under ground in a very
rudimentary existence, simply to survive on the physical .
This group will be often targeted by those of the elit e
nature for their sport and their sustenance even . and this
level of consciousness will degrade so deeply int o
barbarianism and cannibalism that it is seen as some -
thing that will be repugnant to many who even no w
would not desire such an experience .

Again . this is an experience only for those who wil l
choose such an experience and there is no judgmen t
around the having of such an experience . The judgment
is formed only by those who already have a higher leve l
of conscious awareness who would wish not to hav e
such an experience . These would be those who wil l
move forward in consciousness . Those who woul d
choose such experiences will do so because it is part o f
the need of the spirit or the soul itself to have this kin d
of experience, this level of experience of a civilizatio n
that has fallen so into such barbarism that experience s
would be normal .

The entity Vera K. has indeed opened doorways fo r
this Awareness to present concepts and thoughts an d
understandin gs that man have wondered about . many
have asked about . This Awareness thanks the entity Vera
K for making this possible and welcomes any othe r
questions that may shed even more light on the Ascen-
sion process and the consequence both at Planet A an d
Planet B level of the Ascension process . This Awarenes s
is complete at this time and asks that the Interpreter b e
brou ght out of the deep state he is in at this moment .

QtNSnoNvit :

(Thank you for a very excellent and very informative session . (Th e
Law of Gratitude and a count of 12 is given )
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"Tom, Roscoe Itos been with me for nine years.
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l'/hon the sac day comas Ma : Roscoe tosses on,
THEN you can move to this end of the bed ."
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WHAT IS COSMIC AWARENESS ?
COSMIC AWARENESS is the Force that expressed Itself throug h

Jesus of Nazareth, the Buddha, Krishna, Mohammed, Edgar Cayce
and other great avatars who served as 'Channels' for the 'Heavenl y
Father' and who speaks again today as the world begins to enter th e
'New Age' of spiritual consciousness and awareness . Since 196 3
CosmicAwareness has been communicating through carefully traine d
channels . This Information is for those who cesire to help In bringing I n
the New Age. Throughout the thousands of 'Readings' given throug h
these various channels, Cosmic Awareness tells us not to believe
anything, but to question, explore, doubt, and discover for yourself ,
through your own channel what Is the truth . Cosmic Awareness wil l
only 'Indicat e ' and 'suggest Neither C .A .C. or any of the Interpreters
Is sponsible for anything Cosmic Awareness states in any of thes e
readings, nor does C .A .C . or the Interpreters necessarily agree with
the statements of Cosmic Awareness . The Interpreters interpret th e
energies as they see them In trance levels and are not personall y
responsible for what Is said . The Interpreters published herein have no
connection with, nor control over the editorial comments and material ,
including illustrations . This Is entirely the responsibility of the editor .
Members of C .A .C . are Invited to send In questions of general Interest
to ask Awareness for possible publication in this newsletter .

Excerpt CAC General Reading 12-14-07 Will Berlinghof Interprete r

MORE SECRETS OF THE BIGFOOT
OR SASQUATCH ARE REVEALE D

QUESTION :

Okay. 12 questions on Bigfoot . The sender is Wilson
\\Theatcroft, from Holbrook, Arizona . He writes : "I have
recently joined a small private research group studyin g
Bi gfoot. or Sasquatch. The most exclusive aspects o f
their data comes from very unusual decades-lon g
friendship between a woman investi gator Jane Sitchke y
in Tennessee . when a Biafoot that her grandfathe r
named "Fox", and this Bigfoot's mate, plus its extended

family. I have been studyin g the unpublished manuscrip t
produced by this group_ plus much other documentary
evidence based on Bigfoot sightings since the mid-
i 800 i s ands the alle gedly authentic 1967 Patterson -
Gimlin film that has been extensively analyzed .

I have read the four fairly brief comments on Big -
foot. given by this Awareness . during 1979 to 1990. I s
Cosmic Awareness . what I call the universal Mind . a t
least as it relates to the Planetary Deity Mind'? At wha t
Density Level is Awareness stationed for the purposes o f
providing information on diverse topics ?

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This question makes no sense to this Awareness .
This Awareness comes from that state of Cosmi c
Awareness that filters down to the Interpreter who has
reached up in his own conscious levels to that they hav e
cone to a point of mutual contact . There is no level tha t
this Awareness can speak of to answer this question . It
simply states that It Is what It Is, and comes from that
level of Cosmic Awareness . It is willing to provid e
further insight into the Sasquatch phenomena, but It
cannot confirm to the individual himself that thi s
Awareness is speaking from the 29"Grand Pubar leve l
of Awareness . It simply is offerin g Its insight throu gh
the Interpreter and It hopes it will be relevant informa-
tion given and received .

What Genus is the Bigfoot?
QUESTION :

The questions on Bigfoot: the first one is "It seem s
that this elusive species is within the genus Homo a s
defined by physical anthropolo gists, which genu s
includes Homo Sapiens, Homo 'habilis, Homo
neanderthalensis, and 1-lomo erectus, to name a few o f
the species science has placed in this genus. By these
scientific classification standards, is Bigfoot in the genu s
Homo? If so, is the DNA match between Bigfoot an d
Homo sapiens over 99 . 5 % when, by comparison ,
ueneticists claim that human beings and chimpanzee s
Piave over 9$% matched, or identical DNA, as scienc e
presently understands DNA? What is the DNA matc h
(percentage of identical DNA) between Honio sapiens
and Bigfoot?" And I apologize for the mispronuncia-
tions .
COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness states, given the parameters thi s
entity is defining for his question . that there is a 90 %
pplus -genetic match between that which is known a s
Bigfoot and human sapiens, but this is a vein' misleadin g
statistic . for it does not really truly capture the essence o f
the difference that exists between the two, nor does i t
actually begin to address the issue of the fact that the
Bigfoot or the Sasquatch is not human in nature, bu t
more simian . more ape-like in nature than human, an d
holds a completely different level of conscious aware-
ness .

It does not truly reside on the planet Earth althoug h
it is a frequent visitor, a cohabiter even sometimes, o n
this planet with Homo sapiens . However, if what i s
required is a statistical analysis of the match between
humans, Homo sapiens and the Bigfoot Sasqquatch, thi s
Awareness will say that the match rs 93 .5578 % if that
makes it easier to accept . This Awareness asks t o
proceed to the next question .

Prayer for Balanc e
Start your day and end your day by saying tine following aloud :

I AM ONE WiTH ALL THAT IS I

Thank you Go d
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Was Bigfoot Genetically Engineered ?
QUESTION :

(Thank you) 1 assume that Bigfoot species of ou r
lane' was genetically engineered on another planet . and

irought here in a breedin g population over 300 .000
years ago . is this true?
COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness does not see it as quite so . There i s
agreement that there is genetic manipulation and geneti c
engineerin g . The creature was engineered, but so were
human sapiens . It sees it not so much that they wer e
brought to this planet 300 thousand years ago. but they
indeed reside in a different parallel universe . and that
they enter into this planet through those vibrationa l
vortices . those vortex portals : they enter into thos e
regions and areas of heavy forestation . heavy plan t
world rain forests, arboreal forests in the wooded area s
of mountain re g ions all around the world are the natura l
terrains of these creatures .

Bigfoot Enters Vortices that are Dimensional Portal s
There are vortices that are dimensional portal s

through which this being enters into those areas that are
natural to it . It again leaves throu gh those same portals ,
going back to its own world . This Awareness does no t
see that this creature was brought to this planet 30 0
thousand plus years ago and left here . It is seen a s
erroneous by this Awareness .


Another part of this question is, "Were the Zeta Re-
ticulan geneticists directly involved in this specie s
design? Or, was this genetic engineering done only o n
this planet to produce this species'? "

~~ . ,.OSMIC AWARENESS :

No . This Awareness does not see the Zeta Reticulan s
as responsible for the genetic en gineering of that whic h
is known as Bigfoot, nor did this occur on this planet at
all . This occurred in the parallel universe this Awarenes s
has spoken of. Next question please .

Did Hybrids Have DNA From Giant Ape s
.noN :

Did this genetic hybridization (being assumed here )
use the DNA of the extinct giant ape species . Gigan-
topithecus blacki, which some Bigfoot anthroporogist s
speak about as a possibly related species to Bigfoot .


This Awareness sees that there is indeed a connection
to Giganticus, that Simian ape-like creature, but tha t
again, it is not seen that this ape-like creature develope d
on the parallel world is exactly the same as that which i s
Giganticus, that which is known as the giant ape fro m
the dawn of time of this planet earth as 'being experi-
enced at this time by those who are reading this very
news letter .

Is it Time Now for Bigfoot to Reveal Itself ?


(Thank you) The next question : "It appears to pie jha t
at the time of the coming Planetary Ascension .
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Density Shift . that the presently elusive and hidde n
Bigfoot species is supposed to openly join with th e
ascending portion of hu ''anity, as are the 4 ' to 6"
Density Lighted human . ;ids living inside the planet i n
Middle Earth . Therefore . is it not almost time for the

Bigfoot to start to more fully reveal itself as a species t o
mankind . even though many Bigfoot groups want t o
hunt and kill one of them "tor science? "

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness does not see that it is necessarily s o
that Bigfoot will ascend with those individuals o f
consciousness who seek Ascension at this time . Because
it is seen that it enters into the earthly plane throug h
dimensional portals . that it will be possible for it to
continue entering the dimensions that will exist after th e
Ascension process is complete : both the Ascensio n
planet itself as well as that which chooses not to ascen d
at this time . There is nothing that seems to correlate to
the Bigfoot species showing itself more fully at thi s
time . Nothing would be gained by that . It may or may
not happen . It is not seen as a big event for Bigfoot at
this time .

What Percentage Disappear Into Othe r
Dimensions?

QUESTION :

(The next question) What percentage of the Bigfoot
species on earth are presently 4 'I' density . presently 5"
density'? What percentage of apparently "physical"
Bigfoot species can, at will . disappear into the 4"' or S 'i '
Density or Dimension ?



This Awareness stales that all Bigfoot entities ca n
come and go as they will . It is the nature of their being .
They are travelers between the worlds . so to speak. It i s
not seen though that they are a 4 °i or 5 th level density or
consciousness. It is seen in fact that they are of a lowe r
consciousness, more akin to ape consciousness and ap e
being versus a fully sentient being . This Awarenes s
wishes in the romanticism ofBigioot, or Sasquatch, to
remind all that many are dangerous . They are not al l
highly evolved enlightened beings . In fact they have
been shown to have great capacity to cause harm if they
cone upon individuals alone in the woods, and the y
often kill these individuals, even take them back int o
their own frame of reference, their own world, for thei r
own purposes .

A Warning : Do Not Try to Befriend a Bigfoo t
This Awareness wishes to speak strongly at this tim e

to this . It does not recommend that an individual comin g
upon a Bigfoot or even a portal Bigfoot entrance to thi s
planet. that they try to gain their friendship . for they may
be sadly mistaken as to what to expect from thes e
beings . In fact, this Awareness warns against th e
purposeful seeking out of Bigfoot in a solitary manner .
for they are not seen by this Awareness as particularl y
evolved spiritually . mentally or emotionally . and they
are wild creatures, that could do great harm and grea t
damage and that could even kill one . and take back the
body of the individual into that which is their hom e
world for a food source .

This Awareness does not feel that many would wan t
to become food for Bigfoot or their tribe, their relatives .
This Awareness cannot recommend the seeking out o f
Bigfoot by an individual alone . for there is danger i n
doing this . This Awareness does state that there ar e
certain Sasquatch beings . who . through contact wit h
humans have started to develop a higher awareness . a
higher understanding, and are not as dangerous, but thi s
is not so of every Bigfoot that crosses the dimensiona l
barrier and walks on Planet earth in the hinter regions .
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It is seen as something to be aware of and under-
stand that not all Bigfoot Sasquatch beings are meant t o
be approached . It is with a reason \vhv they kee p
themselves hidden and refuse to be seen unless acciden-
tally seen . and this Awareness simply wishes to reiterat e
that it would be wiser not to seek such beings out at thi s
time .

Bigfoot's Ability to Disappear at Wil l
QUESTION :

(Thank you) I believe you've probably covered part
of the next two questions . Shall I read them ?
COSMIC AWARENESS :

This would be recommended .
QUESTIONER :

(Okay) This Awareness has previously indicated that
Bigfoot can psychically detect humans within a two-mil e
radius .
COSMIC AWARENESS :

This is correct . This is one reason why Bigfoot ca n
hide itself or disappear from a region when it senses
humans coming towards them . Alternately, it can also
hide and attack, if it wishes, knowing that they ar e
vulnerable and that it can then capture those individuals .
especially if they are alone . Please continue .
QUESTIONER :

Okay) But pair of its ability to maintain secrecy, an d
that s pecies  disappear at will However there hav e
been hundreds of actual sightings of Bigfoot individuals .
or groups, by humans since the mid-186O's, usuall y
from a distance . but not always, where Bigfoot did no t
disappear. Does this indicate a conscious decision not to
use as paranormal . psychic stealth ability, or does i t
mean that not all Bi g foot individuals actually have th e
ability to psychically detect humans who night be
nearby, or the ability to disappear from 3 `d dimensiona l
sight?' Please explain .
COSMIC AWARENESS :

There are several explanations to this . Even thoug h
they do have the psychic sensitivity to humans ap-
proaching them, they often become preoccupied wit h
other things and therefore don't pay attention, do not
cast the tingly Bigfoot sensing outward to detect humans
who are near them, and that is one reason they ar e
inadvertently seen ; however, if they do get too close to
humans or humans get too close to them, then inevitably ,
even if they are not paying attention, they will immedi-
ately perceive within a certain distance of them, huma n
presence. and they will then take action .

The Movie Predator Shows How Bigfoot Stalks Human s

Sometimes it is a game that they play . and they wish
to be seen . This is part of what they choose to experi-
ence . However, the closest encounters with Bi g foot are
usually ones that do not end well . If they have tracke d
human beings, or allowed humans to come to them. then
they come out of their hiding, jump them, and take them .
This Awareness sees the movie that was put out a
number of years ago, that had Arnold Schwarzenegger i n
it, the film known as Predator, as somewhat akin t o
what this Awareness is speaking of. Some of thos e
beings known as Sasquatch, have the purpose of stalkin g
humans and tracking them. to take them back to thei r
planet of existence, for nefarious reasons . not the least o f
which is to be used as food. but this just a percentage o f
the Bigfoot and does not include all Biufoot . Some
Bigfoot creatures are very peaceful and-more of a

vegetarian type than of a predatory type, seeking mea t
and seeking human meat in particular .

A third reason why they might not disappear is tha t
these portals that are their entrances back into thei r
world, or into this world. are sometimes farther awa y
from them and they are not immediately close to them
and they, cannot dive into them and disappear, so that
while they are distracted and at a distance from them . i t
may be that humans come on them and see them before
they can walk away, or run away into the deeper wood s
and find their portal and go back to their own planet .

This is yet another reason why it is sometimes tha t
humans see them . They are simply caught out. so to
speak .

Bigfoot Has Two Levels of Invisibilit y
QUESTION :

(Thank you) I think that you've answered the next
question as well . I'll read it . "Based on sighting reports
by people who are trying to study Biufoot in the Unite d
States . this Bigfoot species seems to 'have two levels o f
"invisibility" . A perhaps a more elementary level seem s
to be paranormal control over time. so as to shift itself
slightly outside of normal "time/space" but such that
they can still leave physical footprints . and while
invisible, strike trees with sticks in this way communi-
cating with the investigator . A deeper level of "invisibil-
ity" seems to involve complete "dematerialization "
presumably by shifting Density or Dimension into the 4 " '
Dimension, that leaves no footprints . In this case, an
investigator can be following fresh footprints that jus t
end in the middle of, say . a snow-covered field, as an
example . Please explain . "
Cosmic AWARENESS :

There are indeed two levels here . The first is that
which is akin to the movie Predator where the predato r
itself could do exactly that . It could cause a slight shift
in the temporal dimensions of material physical reality ,
but it could also be understood that this was that which
is often referred to in science fiction as `cloaking' : a
cloaking device, or a way of cloaking itself . creatin g
invisibility. a reflection and a refraction of light around
it so it simply could not be seen as it blends Into th e
natural surroundings, and yet on a physical level, it i s
still physically present ; hence, the footprints . This is on e
level of it, and this vet another reason why this Aware-
ness has spoken to the similarity to the movie Predator
and the creature that is the predator in that film .

How Bigfoot Uses Portals for Dimensional Shift s
The other part that the entity spoke to of complet e

total disappearance is actually the entering into th e
portal, the dimensional rift that allows the Big foot
creature to jump back into its own reality, and this ca n
occur anywhere, even in the middle of a snow covere d
field : hence the cessation of footprints in the middle of
the field as it stepped through the vortex. The Bigfoot
creature has in its makeup the means to open and clos e
these portals upon will, but they do not just randoml y
occur ,lust anywhere . They have certain places that they
exist, and the Bigfoot creature must go to those places
where they exist, upon which it can open . through its
thoughts so to speak, the portal itself thus entering it
and disappearing from the physical, removing al l
physical evidence of its existence .

Nonnally however. these portals are hidden in dens e
bush and shrub and not out in the open in the middle of a
snow-capped field . This one was . and that is why the
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footsteps were seen to disappear in the middle of th e
field . but normally this is not the case . This explains thi s
matter more full y

Bigfoot's Cloaking Device
"-Qv EsTioN :

(Thank you) Next question) "What. percentage o f
Bigfoot individuals are able to project . or translate
themselves through the wall of a lo g cabin . to the inside .
(which has been witnessed . if rarely) materializin g
inside the room so to speak . to a human? "

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This has to do with that which this Awareness talke d
about a moment a go of the cloaking device . If that
cloaking device does involve a shiftin g of tempora l
material molecules even, then it would be possible to
pass through the walls of a cabin . This is not seen as the
norm. however . The cloaking device is mostly used fo r
that purpose . There is a risk to Bigfoot that it will no t
accomplish this action . for it is not something don e
normally . It could indeed imbed itself into the fabric o f
the wall itself, of the log s of the log cabin . and cause
itself great pain and injury . even death . It is not alway s
seen as something desirable to do .

When it pulls this cloaking energy around it . because
there is a shifting on the molecular level . there could be
an interfacing state of condition that occurs, in that th e
molecules of the Bigfoot creature could interface an d
pass through the molecular structure of the wall . But
again . if there was something that went remiss or th e
attention to do this was not 100% cor rect . then that
creature could do itself great injury, and it choose s
therefore, not to do it very often . It is possible for it to d o
;t . but it does so only rarely . which is why this is not a

'commonly reported -experience that humans have of the
Sasquatch .

Is Bigfoot's Rare Power Natural or Create dby Implants ?
QUESTION :

"Does this--apparently more rare power--depend on
an individual's having been implanted with some kind o f
alien chip that enables them to do this, or is it a natura l
ability associated only with spiritual advancement o f
such Bigfoot individuals? "

COSMIC AWARENESS :

Neither . It is simply seen as something that they ca n
do . If they can co through dimensional portals because
they have the ability to align themselves and call it ,
opening the portal and pass through it . it is simply part
of their inherent nature and being . In some ways it coul d
be understood that although the actual portals they us e
are fixed . that will interdiniensionally transport the m
from one planet or one reality to another . that there i s
some ability or capability they have to trigger th e
opening ofa portal . and it is this that they could use t o
go through physical structures .

It is not quite the same as opening the portal . be -
cause there is no portal to open . but they can create a
situation where their molecules can pass through th e
molecular structure of the wall . This is what is more
involved, and yet it is very risky to them, and therefore ,
they do not choose to use it very often . It has nothing to
do with an alien implant . nor does it have to do with any
high level spiritual quality of Sasquatch. for it is not seen

that the Sasquatch creature or being is highly spirituall y
evolved . This is a romanticism of that creature .

What is Bigfoot's Average Lifespan ?
QUESTION :

(Next question) "What is the average lifespan of th e
Bigfoot population members living in the USA? "
COSMIC AWARENESS :

First of all this Awareness su ggests that they do no t
live in the USA. they simply visit the USA. Canada and
other areas of the world they visit . There is no lifespa n
for a visitor on a planet if this is not where they reside .
and therefore . this question is ir relevant . However . thi s
Awareness does suggest that the average lifespan of tha t
creature known as I I gfoot in human terms. in their ow n
realm of existence is upwards to seventy years . That
would be a normal span of life . This does not make a
great deal of sense . for the realm they exist in does no t
have a human year as their equivalent . For them it woul d
be the same a sy 30 years of their own time, that is norma l
for them as a lifespan .

This Awareness indicates . that where they con e
from, their year is twice as long as a human year is .

Are There Subspecies of Bigfoot?
QUESTION :

(Next question) Are there genuine subspecies o f
Bigfoot, Sasquatch, and Yeti? Were these planned? Or
are they the result of thousands of years oflocal gen e
pool restrictive breedin g in different isolated parts of th e
planet? Some Bigfoot that have telepathically communi-
cated with very receptive openhearted investigators .
have claimed that there are 6 subspecies, or types of
their species .
COSMIC AWARENESS :

First of all this Awareness wishes to address that
concept of the breeding program that the entity ha s
continually suggested through his questions . There is n o
breeding program on planet earth for Yeti's . for
Sasquatch . for the Abominable Snowman. for Bigfoot .
They as visitors come from that reaim which doe s
contain various varieties or subspecies of the breed
known as Bi gfoot . The worst ones that this Awarenes s
has already spoken of and warned against are those tha t
are cannibalistic and dan gerous . By cannibalistic . It does
not mean that they eat of themselves, although they
would if they needed to or chose to . However they d o
hunt human flesh and are predators to human beings .

Beware of Bigfoot—He's a Dangerous Creature
These are by far the most dan gerous of those Bigfoo t

Sasquatch creatures . There are others that are not
predator

y
and do not live on human flesh or even th e

flesh of their own . These are more vegetarian in natur e
and are at a different level of consciousness than thos e
more aggressive Sasquatch creatures or bein gs, and
these are the ones that this Awareness would say do hol d
a higher level of consciousness or awareness, and yet i t
is still not yet at the 4" 'i

	

dimensional density or leve l
of consciousness that was indicated earlier . However ,
these are ones that are more approachable and mor e
willing to connect with human beings for peacefu l
reasons . or for reasons of mutual interest or curiosity ,
and this is one of the other subspecies, if you will .

There are levels between the two extremes : th e
peaceful vegetarian Yeti . and the predatory creatures o r
Sasquatch beings also available . It is hard to say exactly
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which one would encounter in the wild . which is agai n
part of the reason this Awareness would always war n
against ignorance on the part of a seeker who assumes
that the) , have a higher spir itual quality and that the y
will treat them well . It may be their fortune to line suc h
a peace-loving Sasquatch . but it may also he thei r
nustortune to land one of the predatory types, and it i s
not clear which would appear to them, and unless a
being is willing to take such a chance, this Awarenes s
cannot recommend that one go seeking out a Bigfoot any
time soon .

Is Bigfoot Psychic and Telepathic ?
QUESTION :

(Thank you) The next question from Wilson : "The
Bigfoot species is apparently telepathic . Are all mem-
bers of this species in the USA telepathic . worldwide?
At least some Bigfoot groups also speak a langua ge of
their own and some have also learned English . and a
rare. apparently more advanced Bigfoot has bee n
reported to speak English very well in Oregon, a s
encountered by Stan Johnson . Please speak about thei r
telepathic abilities, and its relationship to their use of
spoken language . is there more than one lan guage of
Bigfoot in the USA?

COSMIC AWARENESS :

First of all this Awareness wishes to state that th e
Bigfoot creature is telepathic to a degree . and part of tha t
telepathic power is its ability to psycTiically perceiv e
humans who approach it, and that it also holds a tele-
pathic capacity to communicate with other Bigfoo t
beings or creatures . On the whole, most Bigfoot crea-
tures are solitary in their approach to humanity, eve n
solitary in coming into this plane of existence . It is no t
seen that tribes of Bigfoot travel around . all comin g
through at the same time . It does happen occasionally ,
but mostly it is a solitary activity, for they are solitary
beings on their own side also .

The vegetarian grouping that this Awareness spok e
of tend to conie to gether in a collective more than th e
predatory types do, but it is more the predatory type s
who come over to this side in order to hunt . iii order to
track down and stalk down humans to take them bac k
for their own reasons . both as trophies and as a food
source. Addressing that matter of the speaking of
languages: they do indeed have the capacity to spea k
lan guage and it is indeed seen that the groupings tha t
have more social community, more a sense of tribe o r
clan do speak to each other in their own rudimentary
ways, their own ways of communicating verbally .

it is possible for those who are on the earthly plan e
to acquire the capacity to speak human languages . Som e
Yeti's . some Sasquatch. and this Awareness wishes t o
state that all are of the same nature : Bigfoot, Abomina-
ble Snowman . Sasquatch . Yeti . are all of the same being
so to speak. They can . because they are intelli gent
enough. learn to speak language, and there are some who
enjoy the earthly plane so much that they come ofte n
and they stay longer than others . and they sometime s
seek out the experience of learning human lan guage
because they are around humans enou gh that they ca n
learn . They can quote themselves and he in the prox-
imity of humans . learning their language so to speak ,
and that those who wish to communicate usuall y_ are not
the predatory ones .

They are the ones with the higher capacity, th e
higher consciousness, who wish to evolve, and move

forward . Even in their species there is a line of con-
sciousness going from that very primate and primeva l
level of consciousness : the hunter/ p redator, to a highe r
form of consciously aware Yeti . Those who choose t o
live in organization and social contacts . those who wish
to learn of other beings : on the whole these beings are
extremely shy. for the vegetarian group of Yeti . But the
word -shy' would not he appropriate for the predatory
ones . The. are not shy. They simply choose to b e
elusive and not to be seen . for it is to their advantage to
be able to stalk a prey without it being seen by that prey .
which is why they tend to keep themselves away from
human sight .

A Human With a Gun Can Kill Bigfoo t
Plus, they do understand that humans have the ca-

pacity to harm them . A human with a gun could indee d
kill a Yeti if it ever was stupid enough to show itself in a
way that would allow a human to shoot and that i s
why mans do not choose to engage human contact . Even
the sheer ones, even the ones that have a higher capacity
understand that they could be harmed and that there is a
natural dan ger to them in exposing themselves t o
humans with weapons, and thus they also recognize
there is danger there . and they avoid such danger . which
is yet another reason why they avoid human contact .

Is a Group Mind Used by Bigfoot?
QUESTION :

Does the Bigfoot species, or at least telepathicall y
communicatin g groups of individuals, operate telepathi-
cally as a group mind, like for example, the Zeta Reticul i
use as a hive or collective mind ?

COSMIC AWARENESS:

This is seen more on their home planet, where thos e
who are the more passive Yeti creatures have a form o f
telepathy that they use to communicate, but they use als o
verbal language and gestures . It is a combination of al l
three. It is seen also that the predatory ones do not resid e
in social groupings as much : that they only com e
together once in awhile . and this is usually for breedin g
purposes between male and female predatory beings .

That Unpleasant Sulfur Odor of Bigfoo t
QUESTION :

(Thank you) Next question : "In issue #83-18, thi s
Awareness indicated that the strong unpleasant odor o f
Bigfoot is due to sulfur . But sulfur, by itself as a n
element, is almost odorless . unless itis in the form o f
H2S, or hydrogen sulfide gas, like a rotten egg smelt .
Please comment .

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This is part of the movin g through the dimensional
barrier . This kind of gas . this kind of hydro gen sulfide
odor clings to them . There is yet another reason wh y
they have a strong. smell, and this Awareness no w
alludes more to te predatory ones . They often eat th e
flesh and blood and the bones of their victims . which
creates this putrid rotten smell also, which clings to thei r
fur and clings to their bodies . This too is part of thei r
smell . This smell is often more associated with th e
predatory Sasquatch versus the passive beings that d o
not conie over as often .

VISIT THE TEMPLE OF LIGHT
IN YOUR DAILY MEDITATiON.IS

Deposit your energy in this cosmic Bank . Withdraw i t
when needed for healing or personal use . Kccp in touc h
with CAC when you start getting results!
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When Does Bigfoot Emit That Sulfur Odor ?


The next question is related to this in the sense tha t
.This Awareness also commented that this odor occurs

~~rlren Bigfoot transmutes itself from one dimensiop t o
another . 'is this odor caused when goin g into the 4"
Density as a stealth maneuver . or when coming from the
1 'I' density into the physical gross third dimension w e
live in?" (1 believe you've al r eady explained that one . )

COSMIC 

This Awareness simply says : hotly was. On the
other side the odor is not as noticeable . for it is tha t
which is akin to a wolf in its own den not smelling it s
own wolfness . but that anyone who was close to that de n
would definitely smell the odor of the wolf . It is more
the analo gy of dogs smell themselves, but do no t
understand why humans are repulsed by the stron g smel l
of a dog . of a wolf. The Yeti, the Sasquatch, the Bigfoo t
have a similar thin g . They do not themselves smell thei r
strong odor. but others around them, humans iii particu-
lar . most indeed do .

Do Implanted Chips Control Bigfoot?


Next question: "This Awareness noted in 1983, that
Bigfoot are karmically bound as slaves . or involuntary
servants to the Dark . Ahrimanic Forces . But . the Dar k
Side on this planet. has also been in control of mankind
secretly, for over 10 .000 years on this planet, whic h
controls are to be released on earth, at least, when the 4 "
Density Shift occurs . What kind of past group karma o f
Bigfoot souls or minds caused them to be particularly
enslaved to the Dark controls'? Are these Ahrimani c
beings Reptoid 4 '11 and S"' Dimensional Dark bein gs? Are
most or all Bi

g
foot implanted with control chips by th e

Dark Side ?

COSMIC 

This Awareness wishes to speak up . There are no
implants or control devices of these beings . It is that
simple .



That's the next question : What percentage is so im-
planted?
COSMIC 

None .

Bigfoot's Maidek Karma ?
QUESTION :

I'll just skip that one . Okay, is a higher percentage o f
Bigfoot outworking negative Maldek karma than
humanity is so outworking Maldekian karma at thi s
time?

COSMIC  :

This is an ir relevant question . because it presume s
that the same applies to the beings themselves as applie s
to humans and Ahrimanic forces or those energies o f
Ahriman . While they are on this physical plane of
existence . that those predators that come to this plane t o
stalk and trap humans and use them as food and troph y
would be said to be serving the Ahriman forces . the

Forces of Evil . but that is simply one way of understand-
ing it .

Is a Lion Evil When It Stalks Its Prey ?
Is a lion evil when it stalks out prey . even huma n

prey? is a shark evil when it bites through a human le g
or kills a human being swimming in the waters? it coul d
be understood that it was an evil action that caused th e
death of a human if it is held that life of human i s
sacrosanct above all else : however . seeing as part of a
natural way of things. that there are predators and there
is prey . and even humans tinder certain situations coul d
be prey to other creatures . and that the predator y
Sasquatch being Is not an evil being as such . It is simply
searching out prey. tr acking clown a food source fo r
itself.

It is not seen that on their own planet of existenc e
that they are followers of the Dark Forces with ritual an d
ceremony as such . It is seen that those who are th e
predators are heavily avoided in the realm of thei r
existence by those who do not follow such awareness o r
consciousness . So again. if one wishes to put a human
slant on thin gs . it could be interpreted as followers o f
darkness or the Ahriman forces . however this Awarenes s
does not wish it to be understood that way .

This Awareness simply says that these predator y
beings have their own way and that they are often see n
as brutal and repulsive to human beings but they ar e
simply being true to their own predatory nature . From a
cosmic point of view . it is the goal of these beings to
progress from this baser predatory level of conscious-
ness to a higher state of consciousness where they
become the vegetarian Sasquatch, those who are seekin g
to live in a social context and are at that level of socia l
awareness where they are opening u n to higher concepts .
higher emotions . higher feelings and thoughts . Still, it i s
much different than the levels of awareness that huma n
sapiens hold at this time, and it is even seen . if you will .
that perhaps on that evolutionary track of consciou s
evolution that eventually a hi gher placed Yeti bein g
could become a human being in another lifetime and
continue its progress, its consciousness through th e
human state of consciousness . This is seen as possible .
however this whole conjecture of these creatures bein g
evil and serving the evil god Ahriman are not seen a s
relevant to this Awareness at this time .

Anything It spoke of earlier was relevant at the time
it was spoken by this Awareness to help understand tha t
being as potentially dangerous and that which needed t o
be avoided at this time . and at that time . At this time ,
this Awareness has given much more information on this
matter and asks for all to see the information given no w
about Sasquatch in a new light .

Harvesting the Bigfoot?
(Thank you) The last question : Will a larger per-

centage of Bigfoot be able to be harvested to join th e
Ascended Earth than the percentage of humans that wil l
be so harvested at that coming time? "

Comic 

This Awareness indicates that the word "harvested "
is an inappropriate word for this process . No human s
will be harvested to ascend to a hi gher level . All wil l
choose to ascend to a higher level because they are ready
to ascend, and have reacted a level of consciou s
awareness that allows them to ascend to a higher level .
The suggestion that they are harvested indicates a forc e
beyond themselves mowing them down and picking
then up and pushing them through a process that is not
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of their inclination or desire . This is simply not so . nor i s
it so with the Yeti creatures, the Sasquatch beings .

They will not be harvested either to advance to th e
next level of consciousness . it is part of the evolutionary
process, the spiritual soul evolution . and when they are
ready they will choose to incarnate into a species that i s
part of that evolutionary process of Ascension . They wil l
become human consciousness' . human beings who wil l
then be able to move forward in that process of Ascen-
sion . One could say that their Ascension process is to
ascend from the sli g htly lower level of consciousness .
once achievin g that higher level of consciousness withi n
the fabric of that whicfi is known as Sasquatch, withi n
that whole progression of conscious movement for thei r
species, to a point finally where they will ascen d
themselves to a higher consciousness, a consciousnes s
that pursues an Ascension Process in the long run . such
as humanity of Homo sapiens have been doing and are a t
such a level themselves now .

This is what this Awareness sees as more relevant a
way to understand this process . It does not see they wil l
ascend as humans ascend at the same time . for it is not a
relevant process for them or something that has any
sitmificance to them in their own realm of existence .
They do not stand at the same point of Ascension to a
new level of consciousness the way humans do at thi s
time. for those choosing_ to ascend Jto a new level of
vibration, a new level of conscious frequency . It is just
not so .

CLOSING MESSAGE:

(Thank you) He concludes with : "End of questions ,
and I thank you ." Does Awareness have a closing
message?

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This has been a very interesting opportunity to
explain the consciousness and the conscious evolution-
ary process of another species that does not exis t
primarily on this planet- but is simply a visitor to this
planet . This Awareness hopes that many have found this
an interesting topic of discussion .

QUESTIONER :

Thank you for all of the information . We are most
appreciative .

(The Law of Gratitude is given and a count of 12 )

Ed's Note : When the Interpreter, Will Berlinghof, who lives i n
Alberta, Canada, mailed us the tape of this reading, he also sent m e
an interesting email with information that ties into this Bigfoot legend .
Here is an excerpt:

Now, while I am on the topic of channeling, one of the area tha t
was covered was a series of questions re : Sasquatch/Bigfoot .
Awareness gave a very informative rap about Mr . BF, even specifying
that there were two main species of the Yeti that seemed to visit here
on the earthly dimension . One species seemed to be relatively
harmless, lives in groups and are vegetarian in nature . The other i s
hostile, live alone and are very predatory . It is this type that mostly visi t
the Earth and one of the things that Awareness was most adaman t
about was not seekin g BF out, es pecially on your own as it is likely tha t
you will encounter the predatory species and not the peaceful ones ,
which seldom come here sing ularly.

However . what I wanted to share with you is that the next day, I wa s
telling my friend Deanna about some of the things that CA had sai d
about BF . She said she believed it and then proceeded to tell me a
cousin of hers died under mysterious circumstances, way back in th e
60s and that it was suspected that he was killed by a Sasquatch! He
was working in a forest look-out when he radioed in that there wa s
something stran g e happenin g in the cabin below . This was 6 :00 in th e
evening and he said he would radio in again at 9 :00 . He never did . The
next g ay they went to up to the station and found evidence of a
stru g gle in the cabin . Everything was strewn about and the door was

wide open, but no sign of the young man . who was only 19 . His dog
was there but it was berserk and had to be put down .

The search crew started a search for him and found his track s
heading away from the cabin . By the length of his stride it was obviou s
that he was running away from something and runnin g hard and fast .
What they also found were strange footprints following his and i t
appeared he was running away from what ever was makin g thes e
tracks . (They ruled out a bear because a bear does not run upright a s
the tracks showed) . After a while the tracks simply disappeared '
Anyway, they finally did find the young man's body floating in th e
Clearwater river 17 miles downstream from where he had entered th e
river . The officials tried to enlist some Natives to bring out the may
but both the Natives anc their horses refused to go near the body .
Also, half of his face was gone . There was an official inquest bu t
strangely the results were never released . Furthermore, my friend wh o
went on to investigate the matter, found that there were 7 other such
mysterious deaths in the region since it was settled 150 years earlier .
This being deaths where a mutilated body was discovered unde r
similar strange circumstances . It does not include those people wh o
simply disappeared in the re g ion .

In light of what CA channeled just the day before, you can wel l
imagine why I was flabbergasted to have such confirmation of th e
information that was just channeled . I know that Awareness ha s
always said don't just believe what It says on anything, but to go out
and confirm it throu g h other sources also . I have always held thi s
axiom and it always seems that other information does come forwar d
to confirm what Awareness spoke about . But this is the first time where
I have channeled information that was so quickly confirmed by a
secondary source . Anyway, I just thought you might like to hear about
this extraordinary bit of collaboration . "
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